
 

Executive Director’s Report – 2016 Annual General Meeting 

 

Thank you all for coming tonight. Your support of adult soccer is appreciated. I also appreciate 

and encourage your feedback and questions as they both help improve the quality of our service 

and our league. In addition, I genuinely enjoy hearing the different ideas, and hope that this will 

be reflected throughout the league. 

 

A review of our past year includes a change in the office as Steven Schmidt, our previous 

Operations Coordinator, moved to SYS. Throughout the summer we maintained only two full 

time staff positions but in October we were back up to three when Daniel April joined the team. 

He has been a tremendous asset to our office and league. Thankfully Rebecca is still with us, and 

continues to flourish. Her capability and reliability is exemplary. 

 

In regards to other outstanding personnel, I must quickly acknowledge our board. Their continued 

support, time and drive for this league leaves me in awe. This literally could not be done without 

them. We also could not do anything without the players. Our league simply would not exist, and 

so I want to acknowledge all of you as well. And, more specifically, the team contacts. We are 

aware of the commitment you offer both us and your teams, and we are grateful. 

 

We have learned a few things throughout this past year (including that we have many similar 

coloured teams – the bibs have been a huge success!), and so for the upcoming year the areas we 

are focusing on are to bring Masters Coed back to Henk Ruys, further improvement to the 

registration process as well as continued general enhancements to the website and daily tasks. 

Also, we intend to maintain our transparency, and we will continue to update our information to 

our website. Our players have constant access to all of our rules and protocols, and this way they 

can be informed and aware of everything SAS at all times. Of course, we are always happy to 

help anyone with questions or comments. Also, we hope our newly announced extended office 

hours on Wednesdays will also encourage communication with our players, and make things 

more convenient for them too. 

 

Thank you again to everyone in attendance, and throughout our league. I look forward to hearing 

from you! 

 

Merry Christmas! Have a wonderful year! 

 

Danielle Zimmer 

Executive Director 
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